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Abstract: Caring for the health of the young generation is a thorny issue in the postmodern society today. It covers several interrelated aspects which characterize different areas. These areas include the organization of professional activities, physical exercise, leisure, nutrition, sports and healthcare. Besides, they refer to the organization of physical education for students from special medical groups. The article aims to disclose and summarize historical, theoretical and methodical principles of developing a therapeutic area in physical education of university students during the second half of the 20th century - the early 21st century. Research methods are the following: theoretical analysis and summary of literary sources and documentary materials; historical-and-pedagogical analysis of philosophical, psycho-pedagogical, scientific-methodical studies of Ukrainian and foreign researchers and regulatory documents; comparative-and-historical analysis; comparison, generalization, systematization, synthesis; constructive-and-genetic method; special scientific methods: chronological order; search method and bibliographic analysis. The article analyzes historical and methodical aspects of developing a therapeutic area in physical education of Ukrainian and foreign students, as well as the main stages in its establishment and development within the specified time, in the context of permanent changes in the attitude towards maintaining the health of university students. It justifies the legal framework of developing a therapeutic area in physical education in Ukrainian and foreign higher education institutions (HEIs) within the specified time. Also, the article traces and summarizes the characteristic trends in the development of the content and basic forms of establishing a therapeutic area in physical education of university students within the specified time. Finally, it reveals how the main pedagogical-organizational principles of physical education for students from special medical groups have been developed.
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Introduction

Caring for the health of the young generation is a thorny issue in the postmodern society today. It covers several interrelated aspects which characterize different areas. These areas include the organization of professional activities, physical exercise, leisure, nutrition, sports, healthcare. Besides, they refer to the organization of physical education for students from special medical groups.

Those factors which negatively affect the health of the younger generation lie in the decrease in socio-economic indicators, as well as the today’s worsening sanitary-epidemiological and environmental situation in the world (Berbets et al., 2021; Demchenko et al., 2021; Kosholap et al., 2021; Nikolaienko et al., 2021; Prots et al., 2021). The available statistics of Ukrainian and foreign researchers shows that the number of students from special medical groups has increased from 14% to 19.5% over the past three years. Besides, the analysis of school leavers’ health proves that only a few of them are completely healthy. According to the Ministry of Healthcare of Ukraine, almost 90% of Ukrainian children, pupils and students have certain health-related problems. In European countries, this figure is a bit lower – 82%.

Such unfavourable health dynamics among Ukrainian and foreign students urges one to find effective ways of improving their health and ensuring their successful professional integration. This particular issue has been covered by many researchers and practitioners (Apanasenko & Popova, 2000; Dolzhenko, 2007; Gerasymova et al., 2019; Maksymchuk et al., 2020a; Maksymchuk et al., 2020b; Melnyk et al., 2019; Nerubasska & Maksymchuk, 2020; Sheremet et al., 2019). For one, Andreev (1996) pays considerable attention to the improvement of students’ physical health and psychophysical and psychophysiological capabilities on which, to some extent, professional capacity, reliability and creative longevity depend. These personality traits of highly qualified specialists are traditionally developed and improved through physical education in studenthood.

In their research, Cairney et al. (2019) present some conceptual models of developing a therapeutic area in physical education in HEIs. These models can serve as a basis for designing the author’s model of students’ physical development in the postmodern era. Paliichuk et al. (2018) justify the algorithms of health preservation of students from special medical groups using physical rehabilitation. In particular, their research aims to determine the interrelationships between the body composition of the young 18–19-year-old-men with the indicators of the cardiovascular system during
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physical education. Hannon et al. (2011) suggest incorporating educational innovations into the author’s model of physical education for students with health problems.

The intensive reorganization of socio-economic, scientific, technical spheres and spiritual life of people determines the ever-growing demands on the working capacity of students who should take an active part in initiating and organizing this process. Some studies indicate a strong correlation between health, energy levels and methods of physical education for students (Andreev, 1996). Unfortunately, there are few studies on the development of general algorithms for improving the health of students from special medical groups through physical rehabilitation. Moreover, there are almost no works dealing with the development of extracurricular classes for students from special medical groups.

According to the state requirements for physical education of Ukrainian and foreign university students from special medical groups, the leading criterion for the effectiveness of this process is the health of students (Komogorova et al., 2021; Maksymchuk et al., 2020a; Maksymchuk et al., 2020b; Ovcharuk et al., 2021; Palamarchuk et al., 2020). It is determined by the level of functional and structural integration of the body. Nowadays, the target complex programme, titled “Physical Education – The Health of the Nation” acquires special value and urgency since it encompasses the approved methodological complexes developed by foreign researchers. This programme was created to implement state policy in the field of healthcare through physical education. Therefore, the organizational and methodical support for physical education of university students from special medical groups is due to the requirements of the state curriculum. It envisages differentiated teaching of practical material depending on their health. Given the role of physical education for students with certain health disorders and the critical situation with the health of students, it is vital to elaborate a fundamentally new approach to solving this issue. According to this programme, every university is entitled to create a programme of physical education, taking into account the existing conditions (climatic, demographic, social). The above-mentioned document is used as a sample and is also the basis for the instructive and methodical focus of physical education classes in special medical groups in the early 21st century.

At the same time, a thorough historical-and-methodical analysis of changes in organizational-pedagogical principles of physical education for students from special medical groups, which existed in the second half of the 20th century – the early 21st century, is an important aspect in fulfilling this urgent and strategically important objective to develop and implement
physical education programmes for university students in Ukrainian and foreign HEIs. These aspects underlie the choice of the research topic.

The article aims to disclose and summarize historical, theoretical and methodological principles of developing a therapeutic area in physical education of Ukrainian and foreign university students during the second half of the 20th century – the early 21st century.

The article employs the following research methods: theoretical analysis and summary of Ukrainian and foreign literary sources and documentary materials; historical-and-pedagogical analysis of Ukrainian and foreign philosophical, psycho-pedagogical, scientific-methodical literature and regulatory documents – to determine theoretical and methodical principles of establishing and developing a therapeutic area in physical education for students from special medical groups in the second half of the 20th century – the early 21st century; comparative-and-historical analysis – to identify common and distinct features in relevant studies on the establishment of a therapeutic area within the specified time; comparison, generalization, systematization, synthesis – to find historical sources, study and generalize pedagogical experience and analyze various views on the problem in question; constructive-and-genetic method – to determine the stages in the establishment and development of a therapeutic area in physical education of students from special medical groups; special scientific methods: chronological order – to consider and analyze physical education of university students in the historical sequence within the specified time; search method and bibliographic analysis – to study relevant scientific sources.

The chronological boundaries of the research cover the second half of the 20th century – the early 21st century. The lower boundary dates back to the 1960s, marked by the intensive study of the theory and practice of physical therapy by foreign researchers. It was then that the studies on physical education for medically fragile people demonstrated scholars’ attempts to find how to provide university students with targeted assistance during physical education classes. Consequently, the USSR began to introduce a differentiated approach to physical education, as well as the concept of “special medical groups” (The Resolution of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Council of Ministers of the USSR “On Measures for Further Development of Physical Culture and Sports, 1966).

The upper chronological boundary (present times (the first decade of the 21st century) is associated with a significant deterioration in the health of
young people. In turn, it determines the urgency and relevance of physical education in general and a therapeutic area in physical education for students in particular. The choice of the upper boundary is related to the adoption of the Law of Ukraine “On Physical Culture and Sports”, amended and supplemented on November 17, 2009 (No 1724-VI).

Theoretical principles of developing a therapeutic area in physical education for university students

It is essential to improve students’ understanding of the value of regular physical exercise, strong physical potential, a healthy lifestyle and, finally, physical education as a construct (Alagudurai & Sivagnanam, 2019).

In the context of university education, physical education performs the following functions (Bergmann & Sams, 2012):

– social (enabling full development of personality, strengthening health, preparing for professional activities);
– organizational (encouraging one to join sports teams and clubs);
– creative (creating models of one’s professional-personal development with an emphasis on physical education; nurturing one’s skills and abilities);
– prognostic (expanding one’s knowledge of physical education);
– developmental (shaping professional and personal positions);
– communicative (improving behavioural climate and communication, strengthening the cooperation between the actors in physical activities);
– sociological (involving one in the system of social relations).

Physical education is a rather broad field that is expected to achieve certain objectives. They are as follows: to develop moral, volitional and physical qualities and prepare for productive work; to maintain and strengthen health; to ensure comprehensive development of mind and body; to motivate one towards regular physical exercise; to provide one with relevant knowledge about the theory and methods and physical education and sports training; to enhance the professionalism of instructors, coaches and referees; to improve sports skills of athletes; to promote a healthy lifestyle among the population (Malik, 1996; Moser et al., 1994).

The research finds that the issue of caring and maintaining health is the most important component of the educational process in universities. The conducted analysis shows that the real scope of students’ physical activity does not allow them to develop and preserve their health. The students themselves do not consider their health as a value. Besides, the vast
The majority of students have health problems of different degrees of severity. The tendency towards the deteriorating health of students is rather progressive since the total number of Ukrainian and foreign students who belong to special medical groups has increased by 14.4% over the past 10 years.

A detailed analysis of foreign studies shows that a therapeutic area in physical education involves using physical exercise, cold training and hygiene measures in the system of restoring health or certain body functions, reduced or lost due to an illness or injury. It must be noted that researchers began to analyze this area more in detail only in the 20th century. A retrospective analysis shows that the term “therapeutic physical culture” emerged in the scientific literature only in 1929. The establishment of therapeutic physical culture was much influenced by the resolution of the Presidium of the Central Executive Committee of the USSR (1930), which stated that doctors should control physical exercise facilities in terms of medical and sanitary norms. A further impetus for the development of a therapeutic area in physical education was the All-Union complex, titled “Ready for Labour and Defence of the USSR”. In 1931, this complex became the basis for the active development of medical control methods in mass examinations of athletes. In hospitals, physical therapy was actively used during the Great Patriotic War (1941-1945). Later, it was included in the system of medical and preventive measures in various establishments and educational institutions (the 1950s).

In the late 1950s, physical therapy became an academic subject. In the 1960s, however, the Soviet Union introduced a differentiated approach to physical education due to the intensive development of the theory and practice of physical therapy. This approach was reflected in special medical groups, organized at universities. Special medical groups became widespread in the second half of the 20th century, which explains the lower boundary of this research.

There were the first attempts to study the state of students’ health and hygiene in educational institutions in the late 19th century – the early 20th century. In general, there are four stages in the establishment and development of a therapeutic area in physical education: 1) the 1920s-30s – studying sanitation and living conditions of students; developing the sanitation and health guidelines; 2) the 1940s-50s – setting standards for students’ physical development and time budget (the prevailing medical aspect); 3) the 1960s – the first half of the 1980s – conducting socio-hygienic studies on lifestyles, nutrition problems and morbidity among
students; introducing proposals for the rational organization of the educational process and the optimization of students’ working and living conditions (the socio-medical aspect); 4) the early 1990s – up till now – conducting comprehensive interdisciplinary studies on students’ health problems. Only the third and fourth stages have significantly contributed to developing and improving a therapeutic area in physical education of students with health problems.

The article analyzes the relevant legal framework in the context of studying historical factors in the establishment and development of a therapeutic area in physical education. The choice of the upper boundary is related to the adoption of the Law of Ukraine “On Physical Culture and Sports” (Pro fizychnu kulturu i sport, 2009). All legislative documents related to a therapeutic area in physical education are divided into five levels. The first level includes special laws defining the basics of state policy on physical culture and sports in the field of education (Laws of Ukraine “On Education”, “On Higher Education”, “On Physical Culture and Sports”). The second level involves resolutions of the Verkhovna Rada and orders of the Cabinet of Ministers and the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine (Pro zatverdzhennya Polozhennya pro orhanizatsiyu fizychnoho vykhovannya i masovoho sportu u vyshchykh navchalnykh zakladakh, 2006); orders of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine (Pro normatyvni dokumenty z fizychnoho vykhovannya, 1998). The third level consists of decrees of the President of Ukraine on the development of physical culture and sports in the education system (Pro Natsionalnu doktrynu rozvytku fizychnoyi kultury i sportu, 2004); “Pro Natsionalnu radu z pytian fizychnoyi kultury i sportu, 2006). The fourth level covers legislative documents with a time limit (Kontseptsiya fizychnoho vykhovannya v systemi osvity Ukrayiny, 1997); Pro zatverdzhennya Derzhavnoyi prohromy rozvytku fizychnoyi kultury i sportu na 2007-2011 roky, 2006). The fifth level encompasses administrative and regulatory documents approved by the central executive body for physical culture and sports.

Organizational and pedagogical principles of a therapeutic area in the system of physical education for university students from special medical groups (the second half of the 20th century – the early 21st century)

Concerning relevant studies of foreign researchers, a retrospective analysis of the scientific literature of the time (Ashmarin, 1979; Guzhalovskiy, 1986; Mahlovanyi, 2006; Matveev & Novikov, 1976;
Prysiazhniuk et al., 2007; Stankin, 1987) shows the priority objectives of physical culture as an integral part of preserving and strengthening the health of students in HEIs. At that time, a therapeutic area in physical education meant organizing special physical activities for Ukrainian and foreign students belonging to special medical groups. During the second half of the 20th century, its main principles were the promotion of a healthy lifestyle and the expansion of physical education and health care services (Ter-Ovanesian, 1978).

In the context of special medical groups, however, physical education, as an academic subject, acts not only as a means of eliminating existing health problems but also as a component of education and training of students which motivates them towards regular exercise. This research considers a therapeutic area in physical education for Ukrainian and foreign students with health problems as a pedagogical system that promotes the benefits of regular exercise throughout life and summarizes the experience of improving one’s health through physical culture and sports. In turn, physical education classes for Ukrainian and foreign students from special medical groups aim to fully improve the functionality of the organs and systems affected by the disease, compensate for insufficient motor activity, enhance their physical level of the body as a whole and teach them a healthy lifestyle and individual ways of self-improvement.

At that time, physical education in special medical groups sought to convince Ukrainian and foreign students of the importance of exercise in improving their health and achieving a high level of physical and mental performance. Consequently, the main objectives of physical education in such groups were as follows: to improve the human’s body functional capacity; to neutralize the negative effects of insufficient motor activity; to eliminate existing health problems and thus fulfil the main objective of working with students from special medical groups, that is to transfer Ukrainian and foreign students to the main medical group. The forms of such classes include morning exercise, physical activity breaks, outside activities, health-promoting activities, sports activities during breaks. They intend to ensure healthy rest and meet the emotional needs associated with meaningful entertainment. The means involve a rational mode of life, natural factors, medical massage, gym equipment, a wide range of callisthenics and special exercises, elements of track and field athletics, sports games, movement games, dosed walking, therapeutic running, hiking, physical therapy and physical rehabilitation. During the second half of the 20th century – the early 21st century, physical education of university students from special medical
groups realized health-promoting, regulatory, educational, organizational and pedagogical goals.

The conducted analysis of scientific studies of that time allows one to identify the following organizational and pedagogical principles that have significantly influenced the organization of physical education for Ukrainian and foreign students from special medical groups: 1) health-promoting and preventive measures; 2) a differentiated approach; 3) creating a positive motivation to engage students in physical education; 4) professional and applied focus of classes; 5) psychological training of students for physical education classes; 6) developing students’ self-control skills; 7) combining classroom and independent work in extracurricular time.

The generalization of relevant Ukrainian and foreign scientific-practical experience of that time has made it possible to identify certain principles. According to Petukhov (1968), physical education in special medical groups in HEIs is based on: 1) universal social principles, which reflect the most universal patterns of functioning of physical education as part of culture and society (all-round and harmonious development of the individual; the links between physical culture and labour and defence activities; the health-promoting focus of physical education); 2) universal pedagogical principles of a personality-oriented approach; fundamentality; humanization; democratization of the pedagogical process; 3) universal methodical principles: visualization, awareness, activity, accessibility, systematicity, dynamism, individualization; 4) specific principles of physical education: both continuous and systematic alternation of loads and rest; a gradual increase of pedagogical influences; an adaptive balance between the dynamics of loadings; cyclic construction of classes; peak and comprehensive adequacy of physical education areas.

The article finds that physical education for Ukrainian and foreign students from special medical groups at that time can be considered balanced and scientifically sound only when taking into account the specified organizational and pedagogical principles. Physical education of that time was believed to be not only a means of educating and improving students’ physical fitness but also a major factor in restoring and improving health, eliminating problems in physical development, correcting and compensating for some impaired functions and enhancing general and intellectual performance.
Methodical principles of physical education for students from special medical groups (the second half of the 20th century – the early 21st century)

In Ukrainian and foreign HEIs, physical education was based on state programmes that contained scientifically sound tasks and means, sets of required motor skills, lists of relevant standards and requirements for the distribution of students in special medical groups, taking into account the state of their health, motor development, physical and athletic fitness (Ashmarin, 1979; Guzhalovskiy, 1986; Matveev & Novikov, 1976).

In the late 20th century – the early 21st century, special medical groups served as an optimal means to optimize the functioning of the whole body and its systems. According to Bulich (1986) and Mahlovanyi (2006), the main objectives of physical education for students in special medical groups were as follows: to increase the activity of the organs and body systems weakened by the existing pathological process (health-promoting and preventive classes); to eliminate residual diseases (increasing working capacity and physical performance); to develop physical abilities and motor skills that compensate for the existing health problems (flexibility – postural disorders; coordination – paresis and paralysis); to provide students with the necessary knowledge about the causes of the disease and methods of compensating for existing health problems; to enhance compensatory abilities of the body (to strengthen the mechanisms of general adaptation and increase the efficiency of the healing process); to shape and improve basic motor skills, applied skills and promote personal hygiene; to cultivate an active conscious attitude towards overcoming existing health problems. The pedagogical process of physical education in special medical groups was focused on the unity of training, physical development and improvement of students’ health.

Physical education of students with health problems was meant to motivate them towards regular motor activity and generalize the experience of improving their health through physical culture and sports. Given considerable problems in maintaining the health of young people on a national scale, one of the key problems of that time was the development and implementation of innovative training programmes that would meet the requirements of the state in the field of all-round and harmonious development, physical and mental health of young people (Apanasenko & Popova, 2000; Amosov, 1972).
Practical approaches to organizing special medical and physical therapy groups in HEIs are laid down in the legislation. During this period, students were distributed among three fields of training (basic, preparatory, special) based on the obtained data on the state of their health, physical development and fitness. The research proves the expediency of differentiating students with different levels of physical fitness and diseases, taking into account functional indicators measured by appropriate methods. The practice of organizing physical education at that time shows that its content in special medical groups covered a system of knowledge, abilities and skills of theoretical, methodological and practical training, optimized by the complexity of the student’s disease. The article presents a description of the main approaches of physical education teachers to conducting practical classes (gymnastics, athletics, ski training, swimming, elements of sports games, movement games). It indicates that the general functions of physical education classes with students from special medical groups at that time were educational, practical, health-promoting and professionally applied.

The article finds that the main form of physical education classes for foreign students from special medical groups was compulsory classes included in the curriculum and general class schedule. However, physical education for foreign students from special medical groups also involved extracurricular activities, such as independent classes on a full-time basis (outside the general class schedule); morning exercise; mass health-promoting, physical and tourist events (physical therapy classes; recreational activities); independent classes of students from special medical groups. The authors of the article have developed their own training programme on physical education, which contains topics related to theoretical and methodological training and relies on innovative findings by foreign researchers.

The practical experience in organizing physical education for such students within the specified time shows that the range of teachers’ methods largely determined their professionalism and effectiveness of both educational and training processes. It must be noted that creative teachers created new techniques during their practical activities. Practical classes were conducted using three groups of methods (practical, verbal and visual). In the second half of the 20th century – the early 21st century, a therapeutic area in physical education involved using special physical exercises and preventive measures in the rehabilitation of students belonging to special medical groups. Consequently, physical education in such groups is aimed at restoring health or certain functions of the body, reduced or lost as a result of a disease or injury. Therefore, the study of special and scientific literature
of that time allows one to conclude that physical education of Ukrainian and foreign students with health problems sought to enhance their motivation towards regular motor activity and generalize the experience of improving their health by physical education and sports.

Practice shows that the priority objectives in the field of health promotion are rather vaguely defined. This particular issue is especially true of future specialists’ values-based attitude towards health. Indeed, they spend most of their time on campus, being away from parental care and forced to take care of their health but not ready for it. The authors of the article believe that their low awareness of the need to preserve health can be explained by low family income and, most importantly, an irresponsible attitude towards their health (poor nutrition; poor treatment; lack of physical exercise during vacations). All this adds up to a low level of healthcare culture as an ideological orientation of future specialists.

The scientific value of the research is as follows: for the first time, historical and methodical aspects of developing a therapeutic area in students’ physical education have been analyzed in detail; the main stages of its establishment and development during the second half of the 20th century – the early 21st century have been identified in the context of permanent changes in the attitude towards maintaining the health of Ukrainian and foreign university students; the legal framework of developing a therapeutic area in physical education in HEIs within the specified time has been justified; the characteristic trends in the development of the content and basic forms of establishing a therapeutic area in physical education of university students within the specified time have been traced and summarized; the development of the main pedagogical-organizational principles of physical education for students from special medical groups has been described; the organization of the educational process in special medical groups as the main and most stable form of implementing a therapeutic area in physical education of university students has been substantiated; the concepts and categories of the research have been improved by clarifying such concepts as “therapeutic area”, “therapeutic area in physical education of students”, “special medical groups”; relevant theoretical views on the essence of a therapeutic area in physical education of university students, as a social and scientific problem, have been further developed.

The practical value of the research lies in disclosing theoretical, organizational and methodical principles of physical education for university students from special medical groups, generalizing historically formed characteristics of conducting classes in terms of a therapeutic area in physical education for students and reflecting them in the educational process today.
The obtained results can serve as the basis for developing the author’s programmes of physical education in the context of a therapeutic area for students from special medical groups. Also, they can be used when teaching certain topics of lectures for students from special medical groups and profession-oriented courses during professional training of specialists in physical education, writing textbooks and teaching aids, preparing term papers and theses.

Conclusions

The article summarizes theoretical and methodical principles of establishing and developing a therapeutic area in physical education of university students from special medical groups during the second half of the 20th century – the early 21st century. In turn, it allows one to improve and justify the author’s methodology for conducting physical education classes for students from special medical groups.

The current state of students’ health is an important factor in the relevance of a therapeutic area in physical education. The issues of health care and promotion have been and remain the most important component of the educational process in HEIs. However, the tendency towards the deteriorating health of students is rather progressive.

A retrospective analysis of the development of a therapeutic area in physical education shows that the term “physical therapy” has been used in the scientific literature since 1929. There are four stages in the establishment and development of a therapeutic area in physical education: 1) the 1920s-30s – studying sanitation and living conditions of students; developing the sanitation and health guidelines; 2) the 1940s-50s – setting standards for students’ physical development and time budget (the prevailing medical aspect); 3) the 1960s – the first half of the 1980s – conducting socio-hygienic studies on lifestyles, nutrition problems and morbidity among students; introducing proposals for the rational organization of the educational process and the optimization of students’ working and living conditions (the socio-medical aspect); 4) the early 1990s – up till now – conducting comprehensive interdisciplinary studies on students’ health problems and adaptation to studenthood; promoting a therapeutic area in physical education.

The analysis of relevant scientific studies of that time shows that a therapeutic area in physical education for students with health problems is considered as a pedagogical system that promotes the benefits of regular exercise throughout life and summarizes the experience of improving one’s
health through physical culture and sports. Also, a therapeutic area in physical education involves using special physical exercises in the rehabilitation of students from special medical groups. Consequently, physical education in such groups is aimed at restoring health or certain functions of the body. In the context of special medical groups, physical education, as an academic subject, acts not only as a means of eliminating existing health problems but also as a component of education and training of students which motivates them towards regular exercise. Physical education classes for students from special medical groups aim to fully improve the functionality of the organs and systems affected by the disease, compensate for insufficient motor activity, enhance their physical level of the body as a whole and teach them a healthy lifestyle and individual ways of self-improvement.

The authors of the article have highlighted the theoretical domain of the problem in question and proved the need to consider the following areas in the development of a therapeutic area in physical education for university students: health-promoting and preventive measures; a differentiated approach; creating a positive motivation to engage students in physical education; professional and applied focus of classes; psychological training of students for physical education classes; developing students’ self-control skills; combining classroom and independent work in extracurricular time. The main functions of physical education classes for students from special medical groups within the specified time were educational, practical, health-promoting and professionally applied.

Furthermore, the authors of the article have confirmed that the organization of physical education for students from special medical groups is based on universal pedagogical principles of a personality-oriented approach, fundamentality, humanization, democratization of the pedagogical process, awareness, activity, visualization, accessibility, systematicity, dynamism.

The article also presents a description of the main approaches of physical education teachers to conducting practical classes (gymnastics, athletics, ski training, swimming, elements of sports games, movement games). Besides, it finds that the organization of physical education classes is characterized by certain psycho-pedagogical features. These features include the following: the division of students into sub-groups by a type of disease (it allows one to develop a set of special exercises); physical education classes consisting of four parts (introductory; preparatory, basic, final); special programmes taking into account possible physical loads; constant medical supervision; special planning of students’ physical development based on
individual and differentiated approaches. The analyzed materials can serve as the basis for developing the author’s therapeutic programmes on physical education for students from special medical groups.

This article does not disclose all the aspects of the establishment and development of a therapeutic area in physical education for students from special medical groups. Further research should lie in developing the author’s therapeutic programmes on physical education for university students from special medical groups.

Also, one should conduct a thorough comparative analysis of Ukrainian and foreign experience in reinforcing a therapeutic area in physical education for students with health problems.
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